Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

One Sided Trade
A quiet week for stocks with the exception of Wednesday and Thursday
after the Fed says a rate hike should come sooner than later, which increased the
likelihood of a June rate hike.
Markets, stocks and metals enjoyed this outlook and took off higher, so
there really is no choice but to be long, still, and looking into the future.
Metals continue to look great so letʼs take a gander at their charts this long
weekend.

Gold rose 1.16%, mostly on Friday.
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The breakout Friday is great to see after a weeks consolidation, and it came
on a nice pop in volume which gives the move more conviction.
We should see $1,300 on this move before any more real rest comes into
play.

Silver moved nicely higher to the tune of 3.13% last week.
Silver has a few moving averages to contend with between $17.50 and
$17.70, but if gold continues to move higher then silver should soon best those
moving averages on itʼs way to $18 again.
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Platinum followed gold and silver higher and gained 2.41% while looking to
continue its move skyward.
We saw a nice break of the large downtrend line this past week and really
only have the 200 day moving average at $980 to contend with as we should see
$1,020 on this move higher over the next few weeks
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Palladium wasnʼt to be left out in the rain and notched a slick 3.42% rise this
past week.
Expect palladium to continue higher and quickly hit the $820 area as long
as gold and silver continue to exhibit strength, which they should.
Enjoy your well deserved long weekend.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are having
difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com with
“subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox, links
and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists of
please see here.
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If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any action
taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader. We
recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence before
acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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